1999, 2d half

3" x 5"
NARROW RULED
50 SHEETS

Manufactured for S.P. Richards Co., Atlanta, GA
5L 22
Form USA 123 S. James
radio @ W'main?
June 10 - Bray & A
So, let me list
63
72
Assessor: Scott Noble
Post: Laura Johnson
: Rayson
Appraiser: Agid
School Bd: Grace Parsons
Fre Bld: Kennison
Water: Lund
City: Gustafson
Kaman
Gorman
WT0 Nov. 30 - Dec. 2

Amore

Kenmore
model #153320630
615.900.

Inv. # 893996217

02/03
542-8842

10 a.m. - taped
2021/9/5
- Eileen Hamalburg
615-0422
bass baritone
- Geo London
- What’s her training?
- Song 7, Caruso
- Chicago song
- Fine voice singing
- Lack of one-minded
- Opera house not as large (didn’t need big voice)
- Language, race
- Vincent Carlos
- Robinson/Should
- Aing’s recital in 70
- Roland Hayes
- People regarded as freak
- singing only black music

Julian Patrick – Almond
- UW play
- stdnt.

Marnie Davenport –
OJ Lamar Cooper
(Emboldist’s
Alma Click)
Amir Saied
C. Capt. Thompson
Bass / Drums
singer

Dan Scott

Word PX
- Grayson

high screams or crying
#552

TB '94 -

contact her
every day in
for what do you

accuracy

him 1/12 Dave Scott

Michael 

- Gregory

had some of study
17202/14th

3reams paper—
Soft-Brit 200g
pen refill
envelopes
1st mailers
Letter paper

What glass reader of ourselves

Your opinion?
song 7. lack
reap them?
run song
N.Y on 15th

quit day?

can that did
end all war but
the tongues or...

Yamakiss?
- Windows
  - wash clock
  - weed & dust

CD player

- ashtray covers
  - note book

buy coffee maker
- radio @ W man's
burning a hole in my daylight

which seemed to her uncalled for.

She gave a throoby handshake...

Love is got powder.
Greg Bruzelios
painting  (425) 672-7108

her gaze drawn on
comely enough... to
worldly NY.

see how a casual
gift might be bruised
You'd be as wrong as you can be, I sup
have you too.

Hand cause, very.

Worse had always
soon.

Miss D is... by / me.

A friend of every
standing.
candidate for 4th
worse as well as
4th votes

heart & soul

\[ \frac{4}{70} \div \frac{30,000,000}{250} = \frac{4}{262,500} \]

= \[ \approx 2 \]
not up a stream but a tanker.
thermal coffee jug
sumper cord
- angry radio
chairs: count
- gin, chx & table
garage supp
roll-up rug
exhale

year

woman: mop refill
trade radio

lose about key
Pad

rug: 28" at edge
up to
22" out to corner of pad

- end of other OR case
to pad, 27 1/2"
take away my lamp
2 - start coffee,
full carafe
(heat carafe)

Her approval strongly
bore she'd just it.

To once-welcome
phantom

A mere: 54 days
X plan!
callouses

Was taken Mon by to NY before
vca lessons are done.

He appeared stunned @
how she’d put it.

To once - welcome

phantom

Ambros: 845,000

Y plan!
Wonnow from here
We are full of menial... contumacy.

A 1-room school, a robust era, had incubated her as nearby as music, could of her 2 yrs in NYC.

You are in - era - lidge - able

Perhaps to his credit, we...

Monstrous

 Terror
Jenny (Susan)

team of mind (Wes)

My story of my

hard strong atta, SD, which

I am fit to tell & now

than when I was alive.

... telling is not merely me.

... a story is like a wind...

Think of me as. some

know others which COs

Susan's story. ours, theirs

... on all 51. when I had died

5 years previous.
A story is like a wind, it begins in a whisper
name like me 6/12 6
this yrs
it rains ye'alls,
+905 Norah Mansell

- Long, Scratchgirl
- Hills
- Back east of area of Helena (w/ Chinese
  gamblers) (S. and
  9th and Mlk) Closest!
- Zanzibar, #1
  jive joint
  - Top shelf $1<br cm
  workers, E 40 W 40
  Helena
  - Clover "Bad Boy" Smith
  - Jazz
- homonphilly
- Dr. Maureen D. (Margaret S. with song)
  (partner) lover wo music
  +
- in where bumped in
  Degu
- black women in
  cosmetics biz
- black Republicans
- NY engla/74

Magic of what-desc
say censors (long), we
know it as memory.
my existence... of
6. other 2.
Think of me, if you like, as a bone harp

way tree things work—
(I am story) I was lost
ite de a & so telling
shaped around me.

a wind can go & become
a quit wind of air...

bone harp... drum
Due next week

Higgins 12th
V B'way
Wildwood
NW 21st & York

Sorry I win.

Then no doing of my own, except to
set it all to Amca
ship, A...

Yet, as you'll find...
Without me story in
not thin although am-
much in it, except
I see Ya g-7 g-7 g-7 g-7 g-7 g-7 g-7 g-7 g-7 g-7.

so it is my turn, my
turn of words, my turn
story says it wants.

Ours was (a bad entry)

once time I saw him to
his boyd
smart
brass and plastic hangers

glue drawer

glue

A story wants to be told a certain way, and it is merely alphabetic by design.

The prairie mortuare
Dont dance I long never rode

Pretty Burns

I shall try to take my cue...

gave... we given
computer discs
- put on i speakers
- bio
- put Peers on sept 12 clinic
- shrunken specs now 70 12 87?
850 mc.  
12,13
10,683

\[
\text{select next call from East, go to select specl button select needs or depot}
\]

Page 586

UW?
BYX?
Random gift?
A choice - direct purchase?
When you walk to go to first-class chemotherapy and joints.
You've tried yourself here.
In Phyllis (Pat's cousin)
Guy
It her recently laugh
All I ever ask is to be
amazed
Eternally grateful.
royal cats

All / everything I knew

To make you think.

"It been paid. Mr. Wendell..."

"No, sir," Oo shook him. "Twas boys abo-
down that."
"They don't be pullin' much-in'.
Good-bye."

"I'd sit it back.
It best you could."

"Papa be back, ev'n."

Mando / MSU
Bill & Cathy
503 287-5130

Ann editor

Ann visited

Drank himself to a drunk

7 pm 7:20, own Dyers

Gulf Shores Act $2.27
12/21 8:30 PM
With Ginger, 1400 Westlake
You need not dwell
in ghosts, only to
often life of how
a thing is said.

7 Jan $20,000 Check
All: AllMat Adv $2.77
12/31 rec date
1/7 payable
A representation of blueberries

F 29-30-31-32-33

Tegal
to establish... to have a lot in each category

diccion
August 18

1st thing: outline?
- let's get?

opening content / nuage to

pub. date

bis
If all comes back to a
sum of 7 elements
No 1 would confuse
Can you come to
you in 45-60 days
hope, don't wear
supplement 12 c
paw's drip
sugar

In my memory
Stand by Me
Sweet Dreams
Summer of '42
Honeymoon in Vegas
Choose Me
Coca-Cola Kid (drama)
Cousins
Dead (drama)
Tender Mercies (drama)
Cy & the Sweet
Redskin
Mídín '73 (drama)
Blowing
Harper